
TRAINING
Crossdeck integrates training content including docs, 
3D models, and MP4s into its platform while capturing 
the user metadata leaders need to promote safe 
operations and ensure procedural compliance. 

TO-DO WORKLISTS
With best-in-breed solutions to track team tasks, 
Crossdeck allows access to workers’ critical 
information within a connected platform. Use the 
improved communication and feedback to reprioritize 
your team’s limited time so they can perform better 
work, smarter and faster. 
 

MAINTENANCE
Quickly record, document, and analyze the results of 
inspections for distributed property and equipment. 
The interactive tool simplifies and speeds this 
process by allowing you to track, identify, and correct 
discrepancies on the spot. 

ASSESSMENTS 
Assessors can fill out digital check sheets on 
commercial mobile devices at the point of 
performance, with instant access to grading criteria 
and linked references. Team evaluations will be faster 
and more effective than ever before. 

With over 40 years of military experience, Crossdeck is a mobile-first technology company that helps large- and small-
distributed teams achieve more. We are facilitating a technology revolution by understanding pain points of the workforce and 
the technology needed to transform them.  Crossdeck connects the world’s most distributed workforces. 

Meet the Crossdeck Mobile Platform
Crossdeck’s mobile-first productivity platform empowers distributed teams, from executives 
to rank and file, with a suite of productivity applications that boost readiness, streamline 
processes, and unlock actionable data. 

By leveraging the Crossdeck Platform, teams can quickly access our training, logistics, 
administration, and communications apps, or easily connect with existing tools. Workers 
can swipe from one application to another, integrating disparate systems into one unified 
workstream. This is game-changing for the tablet generation. 

TODAY, CROSSDECKING TAKES PLACE,  
BUT THE DECKS ARE GLOBAL AND THE EXCHANGES ARE DIGITAL.  
Yet the workforce hasn’t been able to keep up: workers who bank, shop, and socialize on mobile  
in their personal lives find their workflow trapped on clipboards, whiteboards, and binders. 

Crossdeck’s Mobile Applications

Crossdecking:  
Linking up ships to exchange parts, transfer technicians, 
transport supplies, and share knowledge. 
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Making Mobile a Reality
Innovative ideas alone do not transform a workplace. Smart implementation through people, technology, and processes is the 
driving factor. Organizations must fit mobile into their larger IT strategy, while still allowing mobile to do what it is intended to 
do: streamline daily work. We offer all the needed services, including network engineering, security, enterprise architecture, 
and more. Our services team helps you deploy secure enterprise solutions, leverage new data assets, and maximize your 
investment in mobile. 

 TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION AND ADOPTION CONSULTING
 Crossdeck’s mobile and strategy experts help your organization go mobile, enabling senior leaders to see the  
 possibilities, understand the investment needed, redesign workflows, and ensure successful adoption.

 ENTERPRISE CLOUD SERVICES & ARCHITECTURE SOLUTIONS
 Today’s government organizations need sustainable cloud solutions. Experienced Crossdeck engineers will design and build  
 hybrid environments for your enterprise, including Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform  
 as a Service (PaaS), Managed Services, and Big Data Analytics. 

 CYBER-SECURITY + INFORMATION ASSURANCE AND CERTIFICATION ACCREDITATION (IA/CA)  
 Cyber threats are real and present; conformance to strict security plans and development of cyber threat mitigation plans  
 are critical. Information Assurance continues to challenge organizations, and our professionals are some of the first to bring  
 mobile to the DISA/NIST networks. 

QUAL
Track progress and easily identify your team’s top 
performers. Information provided by the Qual tool 
helps leadership improve readiness, accelerate learning, 
and thoroughly understand workforce proficiency and 
expertise.

SCHEDULING
No more waiting in line for computers to check your 
schedule or having to track down the manager to 
determine responsibilities for the day. Access an entire 
digitized schedule with key workday content anywhere, 
and as plans change, your team will adapt on the fly.  
 

SMART PDF REFERENCES
Digitized checksheets link directly to relevant items 
within the references. Now, instead of carrying around 
seemingly never-ending paperwork and searching 
manually for necessary procedures, on-hand search 
capabilities allow access to references in seconds. Better 
access leads to improved safety as workers find it easier 
to follow procedures.
  
CUSTOMIZED APPS
Every agency has unique characteristics with diverse 
and highly talented workforces. Each module will be 
customized to meet your specific mission needs. Third-
party API integrations are our specialty.
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About Crossdeck
Crossdeck is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB). Identified under a series of 
more than ten NAICS Codes, our company covers a wide range of services, from educational support and 
professional management development training to engineering and computer system designs. 

Contract Vehicles 
 • SeaPort-E 

  • CNIC IDIQ MAC
    • GSA Federal Supply Schedule (pending)

       • OASIS (via partnership) (http://www.gsa.gov/portal/        
                                               getMediaData?mediaId=206027)


